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2. On a Sulphurous Acid Cryophorus.
By Sir W. Thomson.

(Abstract.)

The instrument exhibited to the Eoyal Society consisted of a
U-shaped glass tube stopped at both ends, containing sulphurous
acid liquid and steam. The process by which the sulphurous
acid is freed from air, which was partially exhibited to the Eoyal
Society, is as follows :—

Begin with a glass U tube open at both ends, and attach to each
a small convenient, very fine, and perfectly gas-tight, stop-cock.
Placing it with the bend down in a freezing mixture, condense,
pure well-dried sulphurous acid gas direct into it from the generator
till it is full nearly to the tops of the two branches. Then close the.
stop-cock, detach from the generator, and remove from the freezing
mixture. Holding it still with the bend down, apply gentle heat to
the bend, by a warm hand or by aid of a spirit-lamp, so as to produce
boiling, the bubbles rising up in either one or the other of the two
branches. After doing this for some time let the bend cool, and
apply gentle heat to the surface of the liquid in that one of the
branches into which the bubbles passed. With great care now open
very slightly the stop-cock at the top of this branch, until the liquid
is up to very near the top of the tube, and close the stop-cock before
it begins to blow out. Eepeat the process several times, causing the
bubbles sometimes to rise up one branch, and sometimes up the
other. After this has been done two or three dozen times, it is
quite certain that only a very infinitesimal amount of air can have
remained in the apparatus. When satisfied that this is the case, sink
the bend once more into a freezing mixture, and with a convenient
blow-pipe and flame melt the glass tube below each stop-cock so as to
hermetically seal the two ends of the U tube, and detach them from
the stop-cocks. This completes the construction, of the sulphurous
acid cryophorus.

The instrument, if turned with the bend up and the two sealed
ends down, may be used as a cryophorus presenting interesting
peculiarities.

The most interesting qualities are those which it presents when
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held with the bend down. In this position it constitutes a differ-
ential thermometer of exceedingly high sensibility, founded on the
difference of sulphurous acid steam-pressure due to difference of
pressure in the two branches. One very remarkable and interesting
feature is the exceeding sluggishness with which the liquid finds
its level in the two branches when the external temperature is
absolutely uniform all round. In this respect it presents a most
remarkable contrast with a U tube, in other respects similar, but
occupied by water and water-steam instead of sulphurous acid and
sulphurous-acid-steam. If the U tube of water be suddenly inclined
10 or 20 degrees to the vertical in the plane of the two branches,
the water oscillates before it settles with the free surfaces in the two
branches at the same level. When the same is done to the U tube
of sulphurous acid, it seems to take no notice of gravity; but in the
course of several minutes it is seen that the liquid is sinking slowly
in one branch and rising in the other towards identity of level.
The reason is obvious.

3. Vibrations of a Columnar Vortex.

By Sir William Thomson.

This is a case of fluid motion, in which the stream lines are ap-
proximately circles, with their centres in one line (the axis of the
vortex) and the velocities approximately constant, and approximately
equal at equal distances from the axis. As a preliminary to treating
it, it is convenient to express the equations of motion of a homo-
geneous incompressible in viscid fluid (the description of fluid to
which the present investigation is confined) in terms of " columnar
co-ordinates" r, 0, z, that is co-ordinates such that r cos 0 = x,

r sin 6 = y.
If we call the density unity, and if we denote by x, y, z the

velocity-components of the fluid particle which at time t is passing

through the point (.r, y, z); and by -^-, i_ , _ , _ differentiations

respectively on the supposition of z, y, z constant, t, y, z constant,
t, x, z constant, and t, x, y constant, the ordinary equations of motion

are
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